HB 4118

Including the surviving spouse and a designated individual previously chosen by the deceased as a person who may designate the manner of disposition of a deceased person's remains.

PASSAGE—SENATE AMENDED HB

YEAS: 99  NAYS: 0  NOT VOTING: 1  PASSED

YEAS: 99

Anderson           Evans           Manypenny          Rodighiero
Andes              Ferns           Marcum            Romine
Armstead           Ferro            Marshall          Rowan
Ashley             Fleischauer     Martin             Savilla
Azinger            Fragale          Michael           Shaver
Barill             Frazier          Miley             Sigler
Barker             Gearheart        Miller, C.       Skaff
Boggs              Givens           Miller, J.       Smith
Border             Guthrie          Moore             Snuffer
Brown              Hall             Morgan            Sobonya
Butcher            Hamilton         Moye              Staggers
Campbell, D.       Hartman         Nelson            Stephens
Campbell, T.       Hatfield         O'Neal            Storch
Cann               Householder      Overington        Stowers
Canterbury         Howell           Pasdon            Sumner
Caputo             Hunt             Paxton            Swartzmiller
Carmichael         Iaquinta         Perry             Talbott
Cowles             Ireland          Pethel            Varner
Craig              Jones            Phillips, L.     Walker
Crosier            Kump             Phillips, R.     Walters
Diserio            Lane             Pino              Wells
Doyle              Lawrence         Poling, D.       White
Duke               Longstreth       Poling, M.       Williams
Ellem              Mahan            Poore             Speaker Thompson
Ellington          Manchin          Reynolds